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TRAFFIC GENERATION FOR ATM SYSTEMS TESTING ENVIRONMENT 
MODELLING AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES • 

H.G. Diavolitsis, t B.E. Helvik, * R. Lehnert, § J .C. Michelsen , 

A" the broadband networh ba"ed on the ATM concept become the emerging target technology for 
the future communication networh, the te"ting of "uch "y"teffl.9 become" more and more impor
tant. In thi.9 paper the ATM "y"teffl.9 te"ting i.9"ue i.9 addre""ed and covered in both theoretical 
and implementational a"pecu. It i.9 addre""ed from the traffic generation point of view in order 
to load broadband elemenu and inve"tigate their applicability and future proo/ne".9. The main in
tention i.9 that the "tati.9tical behaviour of the generated traffic i.9 .9uited to match the behaviour 
of real .9ource". Variow "ource type" a" well a" model" de.9cribing their "tati.9tical behaviour are 
inve"tigated in terffl-' of de.9cription "trength and applicability for the te"ting environment. Finally 
the fea"ibility a"pecu of "uch a te"ting "y"tem are inve.9tigated providing a real life example of how 
traffic model idea" can turn into hardware. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the currently developing meN environment there 
will be several components that require detailed testing 
before their feasibility is proven. The testing of these 
components is a crucial task and involves loading of the 
components up to a desired level with traffic similar 
to that of a real broadband network. That similarity 
has to do mainly with the statistical behaviour of the 
sources on the required network links, which feed the 
network components with traffic. Therefore a mixing 
of various types of services representing possible real 
traffic scenarios has to be performed on every input 
link. Since all source types producing ATM cells are 
not currently known at the moment, artificial traffic 
generation equipment is an alternate solution. 

In this paper, first the requirements for the ATM test
ing environment are examined and thus suitable defini
tions are given for the different categories of traffic that 
will load the various mCN components. Depending on 
the grade of detail required and the loading conditions 
of the couiponent under test, definitions are provided 
for the artificial traffic. Investigation is also performed 
on the complexity and the modelling detail required. 
Following, an investigation and classification of possi
ble mCN services is performed so as to capture the 
different requirements of each type of service. The re-

quirements for traffic models in terms of simplicity, ef
ficient source description and ease of implementation 
. are stated afterwards. Possible traffic models describ
ing the statistical behaviour of single and composite 
sources are examined and a generic model approach 
involving two alternative solutions are proposed. 

2. TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

The elements comprising an ATM system will have to 
be tested in a twofold way. Initially the checking pro
cedures have to validate that each element is able to 
perform the basic cell oriented functions (functional 
test) [11]. This can be achieved by generating simple 
periodic sequences of cells with predefined statistics. 
After the "low" level testing, loading the system with 
artificial but statistically varying load is the next step 
(load test). This will provide the ATM system devel
oper with information involving performance aspects 
of its system. This load will comprise of a number of 
sources which can be classified as follows: 

• A Probe Source: An artificial source generating 
a cell stream on which measurements are per
formed. The cells have an unique VC/VP, and 
will normally have a user defined payload. The 
cell interarrlvals have well defined stochastic prop
erties, given by a source model reflecting the prop-
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erties of a real source. 

• A Background Source: An artificial source gen
erating a cell stream to load the target system. 
The cells have an unique VC/VP, and shall be 
valid ATM cells. They have no other require
ments with respect to the payload of the cell. The 
cell interarrival times, have well defined stochastic 
properties, given by a source model reflecting the 
properties of a real source. 

It is helpful to generate a heterogeneous traffic stream 
in one cOnlpound source, see e.g. [13], [12]. As it can be 
seen from the previous description, the two categories 
do not have inherent differences in statistical terms, 
since both of them will contribute in a similar way to 
the overall performance of the target system. The dif
ference is that the probe "ource" have a user defined 
payload which may include either real information or 
information for testing purposes. This requires addi
tional processing effort which is not necessary to be 
imposed to the whole range of sources that are active. 
We group the sources as defined in the following traffic 
classes: 

• Foreground traffic: The traffic (cell stream) gen
erated by one or more probe sources. 

• Background traffic: The traffic (cell stream) gen-
erated by one or more background sources. 

There is the same requirement with regard to the cell 
generation pattern for probe and background sources. 
The reason for this is that the "quality" or "value" 
of the measurements are dependent on the similarity 
between the artificial traffic and the real traffic. The 
properties of the background traffic is at least as im
portant as those of the foreground traffic due to the 
relatively higher volume of the background traffic. 

3. SERVICE AND TRAFFIC CLASSIFICATION 

3.1. Service Types 

The main service types that are envisaged in an IBCN 
environment, and correspond to single source types, 
can be classified in three main categories corresponding 
also to possible real type of services. In the following 
an investigation on various service types and modelling 
approaches is discussed: 

• Data .9ource.9 : This category includes the well
known data services (e.g. as in X.25 networks) as 
well as services of high information volume. Data 
traffic covers a large variety of service types (file
transfers, terminal, workstation communications 
and others). These traffic types may usually be 
described by two levels of activity with an approx
imately constant cell rate at the active-level. .' . . ~ .. . . . . .. . 

• Voice and Sound "ource" : This service type is 
the oldest one and will probably continue to be 
the dominant one at least in the initial phase of 
IBCN introduction. They can be classified to the 
ones involving only speech with moderate qual
ity and bandwidth requirements, and the ones in
volving high quality sound services with increased 
bandwidth requirements. In the case of ordinary 
telephony if there is no silence detection and a 
constant rate codec is used, the cell rate is con
stant during the whole call duration. Speech with 
silence detection and constant rate codecs can be 
described with two levels of activity. Variable 
coded telephony can be described by either more 
levels or another cell arrival process. Parameter 
values for this well-known service can be found in 
[1], [2]. 

• Video "ource" : It is a bandwidth demanding type 
of service and one of the most difficult one to 
model. The model is highly dependent on the im
age activity and the coding scheme of the video 
codec as well as the service quality provided to 
the end-user. Thus, source types of constant and 
variable bit rate may result from this set of ser
vices. It is possible to model a video source by 
many levels of activity with deterministic cell ar
rival process but more sophisticated models may 
be required. 

As we can see from the above classificatIon, various 
types of services with inherent different statistical be
haviour, will be candidate ones for the future IBCN 
networks. These will be the sources that 'will load the 
various components of the network and their statistical 
behaviour a test tool has to "simulate" so as to create 
realistic loading scenarios. So far, the description cov
ers mainly existing service types. Covering every pos
sible service type and trying to model it, is not a trivial 
task when considering the variety and the rapidly grow
ing set of IBCN services. It is foreseen that new types 
of services will arise and may be treated in a similar 
approach. Therefore a parameterized approach has to 
be chosen which provides sufficient flexibility. 

3.2. Levels of Resolution in Time 

The traffic destined for the transport on a cell basis in 
an ATM network can be looked at four levels of be
haviour corresponding to a certain resolution i~ time 
regardless of the service, see Figure 1. In [8J a descrip
tion having a similar approach with three levels can be 
found. 
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Figure 1: Behaviour of a traffic source: Levels of resolution in time 

• The connection level describes the behaviour of a 
traffic source on the virtual connection basis. The 
call set-up and call clear events, which delimit a 
call duration, are the most macroscopic behaviour 
of a stationary traffic source. The duration of a 
call is typically in the time range of 100 ... 1000 
secs, depending on the service. 

• The dialogue level describes the interaction be
tween the agents at both ends of the connection. 
In principle four situations are possible: silence, 
A-subscriber transmitting, B-subscriber transmit
ting, both subscribers transmitting, so that the 
interaction can be modelled by a four state FSM. 
Typical durations of a transmission period in the 
case of telephony are in the range some 10 secs. 

• The bur.d level describes the behaviour of an ac
tive (sending) partner that is its statistical be
haviour including the autocorrelation. For tele
phony the on-off characteristics of the cell gener
ation process is modelled in this level. Durations 
of the on-time and the off-time are in the range of 
0.1 .. few seconds. For a voice transmission the 
statistics and the parameters are well known, see 
e.g. [1], [2]. 

• The cell level describes the behaviour of cell gen
eration at the lowest level. From the (maximum) 
bitrate of the service and the length of the in-

formation field of a cell the (minimum) distance 
between cells can be derived. -

Although these classifications have been made by keep- 
ing a voice communication service in mind, we think: 
that these levels of resolution in time are in principle 
applicable for many other (future) services. 

4. TRAFFIC MODELS FOR THE ATM TRAFFIC 
GENERATOR 

4.1. Traffic Modelling Requirements 

The traffic model for the ATM Traffic Generator will 
be used to generate "artificial" traffic that will be in
jected in an ATM network for testing purposes. The 
model must be very flexible and with base in well de
fined stochastic processes. It must be able to generate 
arbitrary traffic as well as given source types. The 
.source model adopted should allow to reproduce the 
autocorrelation between cells and for the model from 
measurements on a real source, and there must be suffi
cient parameters to fit the real ~raffic well. The traffic 
model should capture the most salient properties of 
traffic types rather than reproducing the traffic gen
erated by single sources. The feasibility of hardware: 
implementation should put the constraints. 
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As stated already, the background traffic must be gen
erated with the same statistical properties as the fore
ground traffic. Therefore the background traffic must 
be equal to a multiplex of single sources with respect 
to the cell arrival pattern. The number of background 
sources needed to load the system may be large. The 
background traffic should therefore be generated by one 
or more composite sources. Summarizing the objec
tives a model has to fulfil, we have the following outline 
of the model requirements/objectives: 

• Simulation of realistic load, stemming from a large 
number of sources each with its unique VC, 

• the generated traffic must be realistic in the sense 
that it reproduces the short and long term prop
erties of traffic from real sources, 

• the models of the underlying single sources should 
be physically interpretable and should be adapt
able to a wide range of soUrce types, 

• the generation scenarios with a mix of traffic from 
many different types of sources should be encom
passed in the model, and 

• the model should be suited for a cost efficient im
plementation. 

4.2. Existing Approaches 

In the references some other approaches on the source 
modelling issue are given varying from on-off models to , 
approaches using Markovian ones [1], [2], [4], [6], [7], 
[9]. In [7] for example, where a modelling approach for 
video sources is presented, the big number of stages as 
well as the transition probabilities which are required 
to keep track for a single VC, make this idea not fea
sible for implementation. In [6], the presented model 
stemming from data networks is actually a two state 
model which is restrictive for the range of sources we 
can use for generating traffic. 

Although the existing approaches provide solutions to 
: the statistical study of traffic models they have major 
disadvantages if they are adopted to serve as solution 
for the ATM Traffic Generation. It is obvious that 
there is actually a conceptual difference between 'our 
approach and the ones met in the literature. This dif
,ference is concentrated on our need to generate traffic 
'than to study its statistical behaviour. The first dis- : 
advantage is that they are mainly oriented to specific 
type of sources and therefore they cannot cope with 
the generality required by a the ATM test tool. The 
second is that some of the approaches provide a model , 
for multiplexed streams which, although sufficient from 
the statistical study point of view, can not be used to 

produce the sequence of cells comprising of individ
ual, user programmable, VC/VPs. Therefore a more 
generic approach has to be adopted, able to cover the 
range of services referred to in the previous section and 
the generation of individual VC/VP. 

5. THE GENERIC MODELLING APPROACH 

A generic model is proposed for generation of test traf
fic which is of the "state type". By state type of models 
it is meant that the statistical behaviour of a source can 
be modelled using a certain number of discrete levels 
which correspond to a level of source activity and sta
tistical behaviour. This approach describes the cell and 
burst level of behaviour (see section 3.2.). 

First the number of stages is one of the parameters 
which have to be chosen when trying to model a spe
cific traffic source. For example two stages were cho
sen as a sufficient number for a voice source but for a 
variable video source a greater number was required. 
The transition scheme between the stages is the sec
ond parameter that has to be defined so as to have an 
exact description of the model. Different options on 
the probabilistic scheme are presented since a unique 
approach is not feasible. The parameters describing 
the source activity in each state are the third key item 
in the model basis. Their dependability on the source 
type led to various choices so as to cover the inher
ent different statistical properties of the sources. In 
the following, two modelling approaches are presented 
corresponding to single and composite source models. 

5.1. GMDP, A Single Source State Model , 

The model shown in Figure 2 describes the behaviour 
of a traffic source at the cell and burst level. It is based 
on the GMDP input process model introduced in e.g. 
EEC RACE project 1022. 

Figure 2: State model of 'a single traffic source 

To reduce complexity the model has three states num
bered 0, 1, and 2. In each state i, cells are sent with 
a constant rate Ai during a geometrically distributed 



sojourn time TSi • After the sojourn time is over the 
process leaves state i and enters state i (:f:. i) with a 
transition probability Pij (Pii = 0). 

The model comprises the well-known talkspurt model 
for voice sources at the burst level and a video source 
with slow and fast moving images. It can be used for 
single sources as well as for the superimposed traffic 
stream. It is well suited for simulation studies. The 
moments of the GMDP model can be calculated. For 
most traffic types the number of states is sufficient, 
although investigations in RACE Project 1022 have 
shown that for certain video sources 4 ... 8 states might 
improve the quality of modelling. 

5.2. Composite Source Model 

In this section, the basic idea behind the composite 
source model is pointed out. This model also allows 
to approximately describe the superposition of GMDP 
single source model. Following, the simplifying as
sumption of the model is discussed, before the gen
eration procedure is outlined. A detailed description 
of the model can be found in [14]. 

First, the modelling of single sources are presented, and 
then how these are combined into the composite source 
model. Each ",ource x = 1,···, N is characterised by 
its connection identifier Cz , which corresponds to the 
VC, and by its type k, which describes its behaviour. 

The active-passive level corresponds to the burst 
(and/or dialogue) level. At this level, each source 
type is defined by a Markov model, with transi
tion rate matrix n(k) = {w~)}. 

The cell level where a cell pattern of length L, .!~k) = 
{..\~t)},=}, ... ,L' is defined for each state i. When a 
source x is in state i, a cell is generated from this 
source when and only when ..\~t)(x) = Cz where 
I = T mod • L and T is the time since the source 
entered state i. Hence, the pattern defined by 
~k) is repeated as long as the source is in state 
i. Above, the convention a mod • L = (a - 1) mod 
L + 1 is introduced to map the mod operation 
on the range [1,···, L]. This convention is used 
throughout the paper. 

States may also be grouped, say into the set a, 
and the generation pattern, ~k) is kept as long as 
the source state is within this group. This enables 
us to model general phase type durations of gen
eration patterns and to make the sojourn times of 
these patterns dependent [9]. 

The source type model is illustrated in Figure 3, ex
amples of generation patterns in Figure 4 and a model 
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with passive periods positively correlated with the ac
tive periods in Figure 5. 

Figure 3: illustration of a source type model. 

The Markov property allows a simple superposition of 
the single source models into a composite source model. 
Denote the number of sources of type k which is in 
state i at time t by m~k)(t), the state of the source 
type by m(k)(t) = {m~k)(t)} and all the sources by 
M(t) = {m(k)(t)}. The behaviour of all sources at the 

L 
• • 

~""".IIIIIIIIII~::II.IIIIIIIIII~!I 
a) EquIdIstant cell Interarrlvals 

~",., ••• ,.",fr"""""",~ 
b) PerIodIc bursts 

Figure 4: Examples of cell generation patterns. 

active level is described by a sequence of state changes 
M(to), M(t}), ... , M(t,), ... where: 

Pr{t'+1 - t, > T} = exp(T EL m~k)(t,) . w!t») (1) 
k i 

and the probability for a specific source of type k to 
change its state from i to i is: 
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Figure 5: Example of a source type model where the 
durations of the active and passive levels are non
exponential and positively correlated. 

(2) 

At the cell level the contributions, ~~k)(x), from all 
sources are "added" to a pattern describing the cell 
generation. This pattern is repeated in a cyclic man
ner at the cell level between the events on the ac
tive level, when it is modified. Denote this pattern 
£(t) = {8,(t)},=1, ... ,L. Let source x of type k change 
state to j at t. The new generation pattern from this 
source, ~k), is "added" to £(t) taking into account the 
phase difference between the two patterns. At the same 
time, the connection identifiers, Ca;, from the previous 
state of x is subtracted/removed from £(t). IT a po
sition in £(t) is occupied when Ca; is tried placed in 
that position, Cz is delayed (at most L positions) and 
added to the first slot which either was empty (= 0) 
or occupied by source x in its previous state. More 
formally: 

8 .. (t) = 

A}~)(X), 

A}(LI/)modeL(X ), 

8 .. (L), 

8 .. (L) = ca;,0 

{ 

8 .. (L) = ca;,0 
8( .. -tl)modeL(L) =F Ca;, 0 ; 

\:Iv = 1,··· ,Y 
and Y = 1, ... ,L - 1 
else 

(3) 
where z = (I + t) mod" L is used for the phase shifted 
index to simplify the notation. An example of this op
eration is shown in Figure 6. As a consequence of this 
cell level model a simplified multiplexing scheme is em
bedded in the model. The procedure of cell generation 
for this model is explained in [14]. 

5.3. The Simplified Multiplexing Assumption 

The simplified multiplexing scheme of the model im
plies that the positions in £(t) occupied by source x, 
are unchanged until the next state change affecting this 
source. With other multiplexing schemes, for instance 
a FIFO buffer, a state change of one source may cause 

C::;'H'. H.' Hinj •• "'-~ 
Prev10ua generaUon pattern 

I 
I I" " I I "I III I 11 I I " " I 11 " I !Ill 11 I " " I " " 11 I !Cl I 

Cell generaUon pattern from aouroe type k in state J 
I 

I .5.(t) 
11 kl I I I I 111 1:::11 1 i::! 1111 1 11111 1 1 I11 1:::.::4111 11111I 1 I 

I New generaUon pattern 

ImodL I 
Ill( ~ 
I Phase difference between the generation cycIus and the time d the state change 

Figure 6: Example of a generation pattern update. 
(The cell from the source changing state are et and f3 
in the previous state and a, b and C in the new state.) 

a change in the relative position of the cells from the 
other sources. An investigation of the effect of the sim
plified multiplexing scheme is studied by simulation in 
[14]. A few more single cell length gaps between cell 
arrivals and some minor differences in the correlation 
structure are observed 'when the cell stream generated 
by the composite model is compared to the stream re
sultingfrom a FIFO buffer. 

Similarly the simplified multiplexing scheme also im
plies that a source unable to find a free cell position for 
one (or more) of its cells when it enters a new state, will 
loose this cell in every repetition until it changes state, 
regardless of behaviour of the other sources. This cor
respond to an excessive build up of an input buffer to 
the link and will not occur during an ordinary measur
ing scenario. 

6. IMPLEMENTATIONAL ASPECTS 

6.1. Off-line Generation of Traffic 

The off-line generation of traffic will be important at 
the initial testing of an ATM element because it will 
enable the operator of the system to perform specific 
tests with the ability to modify the cell even at the bit 
level. These tests will not require any specific traffic 
model. 

The basic idea adopted in this design study, is to store 
user defined types of cells in a fast memory, and mixed 
them according to sequences of pointers, pointing to 
the cells of the previous one, which are stored in a 
bigger and slower memory. In this way the user of 
such a system has complete control on the generated 



cells and sequences of cells and is capable of generating 
special test sequences of cells. 

This approach has the advantage of the elimination of 
extra circuitry e.g. for CRC calculation, since this can 
be performed off-line by software. This is actua.lly and 
the main goal in this proposal; to use simple hardware 
and perform most of the functions in software. The 
proposed system is composed by three main functional 
blocks: 

1. A computing device generating or feeding pre
stored sequence pointers using a standard inter
face. 

2. A block of memories containing the sequences of 
cells and the cell contents itself. 

3. A control logic taking care of the proper timing 
and transfer of data between the memories. 

An outline of the proposed solution is shown in Figure 
7. The Fifo shown is used to write pointers to the se
quences stored in the first memory. In this 512k mem
ory, ca.lled Cell Selector RAM, we store sequences of 
pointers pointing to the second 64 kbytes fast memory. 
This memory, ca.lled Cell Content" RAM, stores the 
actual cell that will be transmitted after the pa.ra.llel
to-serial conversion. The maximum number of different 
cells that can be stored is 1023. 

Sequence Cell Cell Cell 
.---.t Selector '-".....;...-~ ~ontents 
Pointer RAM Pointer RAM 

Figure 7: Block Diagram of the off-line generator 

Each sequence of pointers can be of arbitrary length (20 
cells to 512K) and is terminated by an End-ol_Sequence 
(EDS) special delimiter. The software will execute an 
arbitrary complex sequence selection program or read 
a prestored one, with the limitation that the next se
quence ~ointer must be in the Fifo, in the worst c~ 
(when the FIFO is empty), before the next EOS IS 

reached (in our case in 504ms, for minimum sequence 
of 20 cells). The maximum number of sequences is 
256. At the time a cell is send out of the Cell Contents 
RAM the control part will read the pointer of the next 
cell. IT this is EOS, it will read the next value ava.il-
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able in the Fifo initiating in this way a new sequence. 
This will proceed until the generation is stopped by the 
user. This subsection, covering the functional testing, 
has shown an approach using simple hardware which 
bases its intelligence on the software supporting the 
system. 

6.2. On-line Generation of Traffic 

In this subsection an implementation example for the 
model presented in subsection 5.2. is given. The design 
is based on the set of constraints on the traffic scenario 
which may by generated; see Table 1. 

It is anticipated that with these bounds, it should be 
possible to generate about the most complex traffic sce
nario foreseen to be required by the users of the ATM 
Traffic Generation System. The length of the genera
tion pattern is a trade off between what is required and 
the time used to update it, which is proportional to its 
length. The length chosen corresponds to a 64 kbit/s 
source, as the slowest nonzero source bitrate which can 
be generated. The average time between state changes 
corresponds to an average state sojourn time of 100 ms 
when 1000 VCs are generating traffic. In addition to 
these constraints some restrictions on model granular
ity are introduced by limited word lengths in the im
plemen tat ion. 

Parameter Value 
Max. number of VCs, i.e. sources 1000 
Max. number of source types 10 
Max. number of states in a 10 
source type definition 
Generation pattern length in cells ~ 2000 
Lower bound on the average time 0.1 
between state change for a.ll the sources 
in the scenario, in msecs 

Table 1: Constraints on the traffic scenario which may 
be generated by the experimental design. 

The experimental design is based on state of the art 
gate array technology. The implementation of the 
model is split into two parts each intended to be re
alized on one gate-array chip: 

Find next transition part, which handles the active
passive (burst) level. For the sequence of events 
at this level, it determines the time when an 
event takes place, which "ource/VCwhich changes 
state and its new "tate and cell generation pat-, 
tern. It also keeps track of the current source 
states. The para.llelisms of the generation scheme 
are utilized. 

Update the resulting cell transmission pattern 
part, which remove" a.ll cell identifiers from the 
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source/VC changing state and adiU, with neces
sary buffering delays, the new generation pattern 
from this source. These operations are performed 
in a cyclic manner interleaved with the read-out 
for cell generation. 

The study has shown that the critical parameter is 
the average time between updates of the resulting cell 
transmission pattern. There is, however, sufficient time 
in the part handling the active-passive (burst) level to 
allow us to perform a number of state changes for each 
change of cell generation pattern. This gives a large 
degree of freedom in defining the distribution of the 
duration of a specific source type generation pattern 
as a phase type distribution. Furthermore, the study 
shows that the number different sources/VCs may be 
increased to 4096 without any substantial increase in 
hardware cost. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents a framework for traffic genera
tion in an ATM testing environment. A generic traffic 
model is defined, covering a wide range of source types. 
Two types of model are presented covering single and 
composite source. The models are examined in terms 
of implementation aspects. Both on-line and off-line 
generation of traffic is examined addressing functional 

and load testing. 

The general idea is well defined with details open 
enough so as to allow a parameterized approach of the 
problem. Although parameters for existing services are 
known, there is still much work left to find the appro
priate values for e.g. future video sources. Traffic gen
eration in the Parasol tool will be in the framework 
described in this paper and work towards the imple
mentation is going on. 
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